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 Your Industry Connection 
Join other industry professionals in the wood flooring industry to provide the latest news, information and insight delivered to your inbox twice a week.
 Email Address *
 Sign Up 
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The "Got Milk?" campaign is the most famous of the U.S. checkoff programs.


Got hardwoods?

Wood: The green fiber.

The Incredible Renewable Resource.

[image: The 'Got Milk?' campaign is the most famous of the U.S. checkoff programs.]The "Got Milk?" campaign is the most famous of the U.S. checkoff programs.Those are variations on familiar “checkoff” programs—“Got Milk?” "Pork. The Other White Meat." "The Incredible, Edible Egg." These are terms that have entered mainstream Americana, particularly, I think, the Got Milk campaign, which has led to a thousand variations of “Got” something T-shirts and hats and mugs. The font used for the Got Milk? campaign is as recognizable as the phrase itself. The hardwood industry is hoping to come up with some term and pattern that will be equally successful in getting into our everyday use.





But that type of advertising doesn’t come free. And since it’s considered a program that helps everyone in the industry, years ago the U.S. government created a system that would effectively tax an industry with the funds collected being dedicated to an industry-wide promotional campaign. That program is called an industry “checkoff.”



Checkoff programs are done at both the federal and state level. In a quick bit of research, I found one celebrating Kentucky Goat & Sheep, a site for “Poppy” of the popcorn industry, and a promotion of the red raspberry to go along with some of the better known milk, egg, cotton, beef and pork ones.

So who does this impact in wood, at least cost-wise?

The U.S. Hardwood Checkoff program will collect fees from “eligible sawmills and kiln drying yards.” Some good news here—while you don’t have a choice about chipping in, these are tax-deductible donations. In addition:



“… value-added products including unfinished strip flooring and hardwood plywood panels will be subject to the checkoff fee. Other finished goods such as pallets, furniture or cabinetry will not be directly covered by the checkoff; however, lumber sold in the supply chain either at the sawmill producer or concentration yard will be subject to the checkoff fee. For integrated manufacturing operations such as molding companies and flooring plants, the checkoff fee will be assessed at a lower value fee (0.00075) on the outbound manufactured hardwood product sold.”



So that means domestic flooring companies may have a new direct cost, and everyone using U.S. hardwoods, be they domestic manufacturers or overseas facilities, will see a slight uptick in costs. More info is on this FAQ page for the proposed hardwood program.

Now, this is NOT a done deal. The federal government needs to approve this and the comment period is open until July 9. You may think this is a great idea—see it as increasing demand for the wonderful U.S. hardwood resource. You may think it’s a terrible idea—increasing costs without sufficient return. Whichever way you think, tell them here! Your comments count!



Want more info generally before making up your mind? Here are more resources, selected to give you a wide range of ideas, and also looking at some reports on possible real returns for other industries:



www.choicesmagazine.org/2006-2/checkoff/2006-2-01.htm

pennstatelaw.psu.edu/_file/aglaw/Federal_Commodity_Checkoff_Program_Michael_Sabet.pdf

www.farmfoundation.org/webcontent/Who-Benefits-Who-Loses-from-Commodity-Check-off-Programs-211.aspx

nationalaglawcenter.org/overview/checkoff/

www.pork.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/2007porkcheckoffroifinrpt070515.pdf

enr.construction.com/products/materials/2014/0324-65279ready-mix-concrete-launches-national-checkoff-campaign.asp

www.cotton.org/journal/2011-15/2/upload/JCS15-109.pdf

There are plenty more examples out there, and a lot of debate about the value of this type of program—plenty of pros and cons. So check out the checkoff and comment now!

Editor's Note: Since this post, the commenting period was extended again, this time until Sept. 7, 2015.
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Wood Floor Q&A: What Is ‘Biophilic Design’?
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More in Green Issues
News
Tropical Forest Loss Drops Steeply in Brazil and Colombia, but High Rates Persist
Between 2022 and 2023, both Brazil and Colombia experienced a sharp decline in primary forest loss, reported the University of Maryland's Global Land Analysis and Discovery laboratory.



[image: An interactive map on the Global Forest Watch website displays tree cover loss from 2001–2023 (in pink) in areas with greater than 30% canopy density.]





Sponsored
A New Era of Coating: Learn How LED-Cured Oil Will Transform the Industry
Wood Floor Business
Why LED-cured oils are unlike anything the wood flooring industry has seen before.
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Design
White Oak vs. Red Oak: As Pressure Increases on White Oak, Red Oak Is a Versatile Alternative
Demand for white oak, and specifically quartersawn lumber, has drastically increased in recent years, but red oak is still a viable alternative—and more versatile than many people realize.



[image: This 7-inch-wide, 5/8-inch-thick engineered rift-and-quartersawn red oak floor was coated with Bona Natural Seal and Bona Traffic HD Satin waterborne finish. (Photo courtesy of Floors by the Shore)]



Green Issues
Wood Floor Q&A: What Is ‘Biophilic Design’?
Tom Coble of Hartzell Hardwoods explains what "biophilic design" is and what it means for wood flooring professionals.



[image: Biophilic design emphasizes the use of natural materials, such as real wood flooring, because they offer many advantages, including improved mental health.]







News
FOREST Act Introduced to Limit Imports Linked to Illegal Deforestation
Members of Congress reintroduced the FOREST Act, which would restrict imports of certain products linked to illegal deforestation.





News
Antique Flooring Adds To Festive Christmas Spirit—As a Tree
Washington, D.C.'s Universal Floors specializes in restoring antique flooring, and now some of those scraps are being put to use as festive Christmas trees.



[image: Scraps of antique flooring left over from jobs are now being crafted into Christmas trees by Washington, D.C.-based Universal Floors. This one is at the Decatur House, home to the White House Historical Association.]



Green Issues
2021 Going Green Product Focus
The companies below—all advertisers in the August/September issue of WFB—have made impressive inroads toward protecting the wellbeing of consumers and wood flooring professionals, as well as the health of the global environmental overall. See below to discover how they have adopted environmental sustainability as a bedrock of their businesses.
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Green Issues
How We Became a Hub for Sustainable Flooring Products
Because of our dedication to this aspect of our industry, we’ve landed partnerships with many firms and exclusivity to several products.



[image: Our children played a big part in our decision to sell eco-friendly products.]



Green Issues
2020 Going Green Product Focus
The companies on the following pages—all advertisers in the August/September issue of WFB—have made impressive inroads toward protecting the wellbeing of consumers and wood flooring professionals, as well as the health of the global environmental overall. See below to discover how they have adopted environmental sustainability as a bedrock of their businesses.
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Green Issues
How Do You Know Which Exotics Are Really Sustainably Harvested?
It can be difficult to know which wood coming out of South America was sustainably harvested, but asking these three questions can help.



[image: Not all companies logging in Brazil are destroying the rainforest, but it's important to ask the right questions when sourcing products to ensure they were sustainably harvested.]







Reclaimed
2019 Reclaimed Wood Flooring Product Focus
The annual Wood Floor Business Reclaimed Product Focus is designed to make navigating the world of reclaimed wood flooring a little easier. The following pages provide a list of manufacturers that offer reclaimed wood floors, along with all the available species and dimensions offered by each company, helping you know where to get what you're looking for.
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Green Issues
2019 Bamboo + Cork Product Focus
Do you have clients interested in cork and bamboo flooring? Following are some of the latest products in those categories.
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Green Issues
2019 Going Green Product Focus
The companies on the following pages—all advertisers in the August/September 2019 issue—have made impressive inroads toward protecting the wellbeing of consumers and wood flooring professionals, as well as the health of the global environmental overall. See below to discover how they have adopted environmental sustainability as a bedrock of their businesses.
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Resource Book
Looking for a specific product or a company? Wood Floor Business has the only comprehensive database of the industry.

Learn More
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Podcasts
All Things Wood Floor, created by Wood Floor Business magazine, talks to interesting wood flooring pros to share knowledge, stories and tips on everything to do with wood flooring, from installation, sanding and finishing to business management.

Learn More
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